If the CMM quality control is your bottleneck...

...we have the solution

OUR FULLY AUTOMATED 3D MEASURING MACHINE
**The Control Strategy:**
- Acquire millions of points on the component, rapidly and without touching it.
- Superimpose the resulting scan on the native 3D CAD model.
- Obtain the deviation analysis for the entire object.

**Three-dimensional inspection controls possible:**
- Three-dimensional analysis of object on chromatic scale
- Fully Customisable Reports
- Customization tolerance intervals
- Absolute and relative thickness analysis
- Measurements with labels and notes
- Measurements on defined sections
- Non-destructive tests
- Digital microscopy

**The acquisitions and controls may be carried out at either our premises or the customer’s**

**Accurate analysis of soft and flexible objects**

**Dimensional Inspection on Motorcycle Chassis**

**Dimensional Inspection Gasket 1” size**

**Dimensional Inspection on Fan Blades**

**Touch Probe:**
Manual touch probe accessory for hidden zones or specific simple geometric shape